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EDUCATION BY BROADCAST

by

R. A. BUTLER

Following is the text of the talk by the President of the

Board of Education to be-broadcast after the 9 o’clock Hone

News this evening:-

Ever since I’ve been at the Board I’ve been interested in modern methods.

Tonight I’m not giving you a talk on education generally, but have, been, asked to

spend a few minutes telling children, parents, teachers and others interested about

school broadcasting,

This takes up quite, a lot of time on the air and I think it’s a most useful and

interesting addition to our broadcast fare -- not only for children, but for grown-ups

too

You’ll find that most people ere agreed that what goes on in school trust be brought

into closer touch with what goes on outside the school walls -- what’s happening in the

homes, in the fields, in the streets, in the shops, the offices and the factories in

our own country and in countries abroad.

So I welcome today anything which helps the teacher, who’s the key person whatever

system you have which helps the teacher to range more widely then at present.

Children like lively lessons. They get so used to running over tables -- tables

of the Kings of England, whether they were good or bad, or of the Kings of Judah, or

tables of sums. The result is-they very often don’t understand what is going oh in

the lesson,

We don’t want the children to depend only on learning things from memory, but to

realise that the world around them's alive. So we’re making a great effort t o intro-

duce meaning and novelty into the curriculum in various ways,

For example, I hope, that talks we're having will result in religion having its

right and enduring place in the school day. Many schools are already enjoying the

short morning service which is broadcast twice a week specially for schools.

We’re interesting the children in other countries arid their people, and in our own

country and Empire, Only yesterday I opened a course for teachers on the English-

Speaking: Peoples, which follows on courses on America and the Soviet Union.

Then we like to involve the children in practical matters like gardening -- the

real husbandry -- not that sort of husbandry which a child, who had learned up her

tables of Kings and Queens, told, me that Henry VIII was good at.

We like to give music, and here particularly we must rely on the air.

In fact, you’ll find that all the subjects, very nearly, that I’ve mentioned,

come into SchoolBroadcasts,

Now for some general accounts of these -- first some facts and. figures and then a

description of what there is to listen to.

I’ve been looking at the figures of listening schools. Over 11,000 schools have

just registered, as intending to listen to School Broadcasts, That’s getting on for

half the schools.

All this has grown steadily from modest beginnings. I hope it’ll go on growing

until every school has its receiving set.
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We have found, as the war has progressed, the series has become a link - a

reassuring link - with a more peaceful past and memories of home.

I think there'salways a link between the school wireless and the child’s out-

side interests* Don’t we all listen to our particular fancy, parents and

children alike, as a regular part of daily life? School Broadcasting carries this

over into the school,

And I hear that many parents listed like their children. This is one of the

many ways in which they share in the school experience of their children, I think

we’ve thought too little about bringing the parents into touch with our ideas on

education.

Now let me tell you the line,these broadcasts.take, I've no time to go

through the programme, but let me take one or two examples at random.

There are orchestral concerts by a symphony orchestra. The children hear

preparation, then pieces explained and themes picked out. In the third week

comes the concert - an experience few children would get otherwise•

I told, you that we wanted to make our Allies better known to the children*

They’re following gap the series I opened with Nora Waln, by having another

American speaking in person about the story of his own country and making the story

dramatic and lively. This is for senior boys and girls.

I have found tile stories of life in China very picturesque, A child sitting

at a desk in a Devonshire school can hear accounts of life in a Chinese town, with

the description interspersed with wise advice.

I remember a scene in a street with a letter-writer introduced to illustrate

the extent of literacy in China, which reminded me of Kim* The talk I heard ended

with a piece of advice - ’’don’t be too clever. Don't forget that little bit of

Chinese wisdom, 'even the best needle isn’t sharp at both ends’",

To balance this colour and philosophy, science is tackled in such a way as to

catch a boy’s fancy with stories of light, and heat which he’ll want to know about

in the A.T.C.

I’ve even heard a rather fundamental series on the "Beginnings of the Earth”,
or descriptions of X-rays and Anaesthetics,

However, I don’t want to chloroform you with too much detail, so I must ask

you to write to the Control Council for School Broadcasting at the B*B,C, in

London if you want more details.

For young people after they leave school there used to be a special "Under-20

Club." on the air. Now there are other series, including one with the engaging

title ”To Start You Talking” - as if they ever stop once they get going!

The problem is how to start thinking aloud, and then you can start talking,

about it. These programmes give you a chance to train for a lively career of

arguing and debating*

Of course the older young people get, the easier it is to discuss, how to run

the world,

Our schoolchildren - until we can give them longer - are turned loose at 14.

That’s why we’re planning to look after the 14’s to 18’s with some continuing form

of education* You can’t expect schoolchildren to know all about everything*
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So there's a series for older listeners called 'Westminster and Beyond" on

Monday evenings* I hope these will catch some of you at home, where you can think

out your views on social and economic questions alone and out of the herd.

But perhaps the most lively series of all is the News Commentary in the

mornings, when the schools get the views of the very Best commentators, such as

Evelyn Gills, Hilton Brown or Sydney Horniblow, on the War*

To watch children being advised on the air by W.N. Ewer to chalk in on the

blackboard a simplified nap of the Mediterranean and then to fill in the armies

with the Germans and the "Itis" running is to see that real absorption of a boy
in the subject, with his tongue perhaps just showing out of the corner of his

mouth* This all educators recognise as betokening the achievement of their goal -

the combination of application with interest.

So goodbye to dull days in the classroom*

Teachers, who matter than anyone, must help themselves with this new

weapon* Just as printing came in to help, now we have the receiving set.

Broadcasting is part of the life of the people today, and must be part of their

education, if education is to be up-to-date.

BOARD OF EDUCATION
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